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December, 14, 2011

Lars Køber, MD
BMC Cardiovascular Disorders Journal
Section Editor

Dear Professor Køber

We would be honored if you could kindly accept submission of our manuscript titled “Immediate and One-Year Outcome of Patients Presenting with acute coronary syndrome complicated by stroke: Findings from the 2nd Gulf Registry of Acute Coronary Events (Gulf RACE-2) for consideration of publication in the BMC Cardiovascular Disorders Journal. This registry included consecutive patients with acute coronary syndrome in 6 Middle eastern countries involving 64 hospitals. In the revised manuscript, in the methods section we modified the ethical requirements as was suggested and we added author contribution section as was suggested.

Sincerely,

Jassim Al Suwaidi, MB,ChB,FACC,FESC,FSCAI
Associate Professor of Medicine
Weill Cornell Medical School
Department of Cardiology and Cardiovascular Surgery
Hamad Medical Corporation, Doha, Qatar